
   

       

  Special Girls Baby Gifts
 

£110.60 £99.54
IN STOCK

Quick Overview
The Special Girls Baby Gifts basket is the the perfect gift to welcome
the arrival of a new baby girl. This big and beautiful wicker gift basket
is filled with adoreable yet functional baby gifts that will be admired
and appreciated.

  Details
 
We've hand picked a range of special baby gifts which combine fun and function, and presented them in a distinguished white wicker shopper
basket that can be used as a decorative storage piece for many years to come. Our carefully sourced, high quality baby gifts are beautifully gift
wrapped and finished with a hand tied satin ribbon for that personal baby gifts touch. The Special Girls Baby Gifts basket is from our 100% baby
gifts range which focus completely on baby, and feature gorgeous baby girl gifts such as sumptuously soft clothing crafted from organic cotton,
accessories and engaging toys to entertain and stimulate. Our baby gifts clothes and toys are branded names from trusted, quality suppliers for
your piece of mind. When you send baby gifts by Basketsgalore you can rest assured that all baby gifts are sourced from companies that care
about sustainability. The Baby Gifts included in this beautiful basket include; a coveted and generously sized new baby swaddle blanket by Aden
and Anais, a trusted leader of baby products and the go-to baby gifts accessories company for parents worldwide. Breathable and versatile this
multi-functional, cotton-rich muslin baby swaddle blanket ensure ultimate comfort at bedtime and beyond. The second baby gifts item is the
bright and colourful baby girl apple print Playsuit and Hat gift set by the classy retro baby clothes company Olive and Moss London. Made from
100% cotton, this beautifully soft playsuit is encased in a pretty fabric gift bag, and will ensure baby's fashion uniqueness as this baby gifts
company is sadly no longer operating. In keeping with the fashion theme we have also incorporated a bandana bib by Ziggle baby, as new
parents can never have enough bibs! For comfort and fun we have included the cute Cozy Cuddles pink teddy bear toy and comfort blankie in
one by Suki Gifts, formerly known as the highly respected Russ Berrie toy company. Sumptuously soft and cosy, this little bear will become their
go-to toy and quickly become a baby girls favourite bedtime companion. By contrast we have also included a bright and colourful Dolly
developmental toy by Lamaze Play and Grow. My Friend Emily makes a beautiful first plush toy for sensory development and role play fun.
From her crinkly hat to her soft velvet feet, Emily has so many patterns and textures for baby’s senses to explore. This baby activity toy has a
smiling face and flower rattle to capture a little one’s attention, and attaches to prams, strollers and car seats for take-along play. The Special
Girls Baby Gifts is giftwrapped and decorated in new baby gifts message ribbon, and accompanied by a welcome baby girl greetings card for
your personalised message. At Basketsgalore we have been designing baby gifts for 20 years, and as such we are confident that our Special Girls
Baby Gifts will delight both baby and the new parents.

Additional Information
 
Contents Fruit Playsuit with Matching Hat by Olive and Moss Aden and Anais Cotton Muslin Swaddle Blanket for

Baby Girl Teddy Bear Comfort Blankie by Suki Baby Bandana Fashion Bib by Ziggle Baby Lamaze Play &
Grow My Friend Emily Developmental Toy White Wicker Shopper Basket with handles and fabric lining Gift
wrapped and decorated in ribbon Gift card for you personal message
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